
From the Pastor:  

 
 

Dear Parishioners, 

After a month here I am slowly learning the routine of both parishes and the school. It 

is always a big challenge to come to a new place and begin to learn all the particulars 

of how things work. In today’s world a pastor has to deal with several parishes all at 

once. There is so much to learn, so I ask your patience as I am slowly beginning to 

settle into the routine of Somerset. The September weather brings us much relief from 

the hot summer months, and I for one am grateful for some relief from the terrible 

heat of celebrating masses with three layers of clothing!  

There is so much to learn and do. My first few months here will be very busy. My first 

project is to clean the priory and begin to do needed improvements. It has not been 

easy and there is so much in the priory that needs attention. I am very appreciative of 

the men who came to help me a few Saturdays ago to help me take up the worn-out 

carpets all throughout the house and dispose of some very old and used furniture. I 

was happy to learn that all the windows in the priory have been changed out a few 

years ago. But so much work still needs to be done, such as addressing the flooring 

throughout the house, exterior and interior painting, cleaning, and furniture needs. I 

am slowly beginning to address all these issues. I am grateful to many who have 

helped by directing me to people who can begin to address the pressing issues of the 

priory. A big priority is for me to move my office out of the priory and over to the 

Parish Office at Holy Trinity. Fr. Provincial has been very clear that we should not 

work where we live, and I agree with his principle. So we will be redoing the room 

adjacent to the Parish Office as my office in the next few months. 

Fr. Provincial sent me here to Somerset to take care of both Holy Trinity and St. 

Joseph Churches. I also realize there are real and tangible differences in each of these 

parish communities. The identity of each should be preserved, while also realizing 

that both parishes have one pastor and that in my view both parishes constitute one 

Catholic Community here in Somerset. It is my wish that we see more cooperation 

and collaboration between the two parishes for the good of our entire Catholic 

community. Thus, it is my hope that people begin to see each other as members of one 

Catholic community. Although people have preferences as to where they attend mass 

and contribute to the financial welfare of the parish, in my estimation we are all one 

Catholic community.  



There are still many major capital improvements that are pending in both parishes, but 

first of all I need some time to learn about all of them and see what can be done to 

address them. It is said that a pastor should not engage in major capital improvements 

for a year as he gets to know the parishes. I plan on honoring that time frame. We may 

still need to address immediate needs, but overall the best strategy is for the pastor to 

first experience his parishes before any major decisions are made about capital 

improvements. 

As you get to know me you will find out that I am a very hands-on pastor. Meaning 

that I do not have a problem getting my hands dirty. In fact I love to do manual work. 

I was raised in a large hard-working family and worked for my dad in his maintenance 

company up until the day I entered the Dominican Order. Thus cleanliness and having 

everything organized is in my DNA. So do not be surprised if you see me in the 

churches or outside in my jeans and tee shirt working. This is how I have been a 

pastor for the past 20 years. In all of my parishes I have been involved in all the 

landscaping, cleaning, and decorating of the sanctuary. This will continue here since I 

love to work. Of course I am happy to welcome all parishioners who have been 

involved in landscaping, cleaning and decorating to continue doing what they are 

doing, but do not be surprised if I show up with a shovel, flowers and shrubs, cleaning 

rags and detergents, appointments and decorating for the sanctuary. My moto as a 

pastor has been the same for 20 years. I will not ask anything of my parishioners that I 

will not or have not done myself. This was how I was raised and this is how I live. 

As we are getting ready to plan for decorating for Advent and Christmas it is 

important that I learn from parishioners what has been done in the past. So anyone 

who would like to continue with decorating of our two churches should attend a 

meeting on Sept. 23rd at 7pm in the priory. I hope to learn from all of you what has 

been done in the past for decorating and what we can do for the future. If you wish to 

continue being involved in decorating, I encourage you to attend this important 

planning meeting. This new Decorating Committee will be responsible for the 

decorating of both churches. This is one of my many ways to unite us as one Catholic 

Community. I hope to have many talented people attend the meeting on Sept. 23rd. 

A blessed week to all, 

 
Rev. André-Joseph LaCasse, O.P. 

Pastor 


